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Abstract
Interactive Task Learning (ITL) is an approach to teaching
robots new tasks through language and demonstration. It relies on the fact that people have experience teaching each
other. However, this can be challenging if the human instructor does not have an accurate mental model of a robot. This
mental model consists of the robot’s knowledge, capabilities,
shortcomings, goals, and intentions. The research question
that I investigate is “How can the robot help the human build
a better mental model of the robot?”

Introduction
I envision a future where robots help people by performing
diverse tasks including household, rehabilitative, and offce
tasks. To perform these tasks effectively, people must communicate task information, requirements as well as environment setup to robots on the fy. Interactive Task Learning
(ITL) aims to achieve this goal by creating robots that learn
from a human instructor through language and demonstration (Gluck and Laird 2019). Teaching inherently requires
that the instructor has an accurate mental model of the robot.
Creating, maintaining, and improving one’s mental model of
the robot requires that the robot can use natural interaction
patterns that humans engage in. The research question that
I investigate is “How can the robot help the human build a
better mental model of the robot?”

Current Progress
My research studies interaction mechanisms in ITL systems
such as Rosie (Mohan et al. 2012) and A ILEEN (Mohan
et al. 2020) that learn new tasks and concepts from natural
language instruction. Both these agents are implemented in
the Soar cognitive architecture. The symbolic nature of Soar
makes it a good candidate for exploring transparency and explanation in robots. Also, the learning mechanisms of Soar
are task-general therefore it does not depend on the environment for specifc training. This allows Rosie to be embodied
in a tabletop robot arm with a Kinect sensor, a mobile robot,
the Fetch robot, and Cozmo.
As an example, assume that an instructor wants to teach a
robot to build a tower using the blue, green and red blocks
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Figure 1: The instructor needs to have a good mental model
of the robot learner to teach it how to build a tower.

shown in Figure 1. In the context of a situated interaction,
I defne the types of information that are relevant to the instructor (Ramaraj and Laird 2018):
1. Perception - The instructor needs to know what the
robot perceives in its environment. For example, can the
robot identify a blue block in its environment?
2. Long-term knowledge - This includes the robot’s prior
learned task knowledge in terms of defnitions, task procedures, actions, and goal states. For example, does the robot
know the defnition of larger?
3. Grounded task knowledge - This knowledge is how the
robot applies its knowledge to the environment to perform
actions or tasks. The instructor needs to know if the robot
can successfully build the tower. If it cannot, why not?
Effective instruction includes evaluating the robot’s current knowledge, providing defnitions and appropriate examples of relevant concepts, understanding the reason for
failures when they arise, and fxing the robot’s knowledge
for its future success. Each part of this process has an intent associated with it and requires the robot to respond
to proceed through the task. The research question here is
how do we build robots that leverage the intentionality of
the instructors to enable more natural ITL? To answer this
question, we look to Collaborative Discourse Theory (CDT)
(Grosz and Sidner 1986). Prior research in Rosie leveraged
CDT to enable fexible and mixed-initiative interactive behavior. However, these interactions are largely driven by the
robot’s learning needs with very little understanding of how
humans teach. We propose a taxonomy that organizes human intentions observed in a human-robot teaching scenario
(Ramaraj, Klenk, and Mohan 2020). I then conducted semistructured interviews with nonexpert teachers to validate and

extend this taxonomy. I will use the results to design an interaction framework described later.
One of the challenges with back and forth interactions is
the potential for failure. I focus on failures that cause and
are caused by the incorrectness of the person’s mental model
of the robot. Predicting a robot’s behavior can be used as a
proxy for the quality of a person’s mental model (Norman
2014). In prior work, I characterized the features in instructions that help people identify why a situated robot failed
(Ramaraj et al. 2019). For example, in Figure 1, let’s assume
that the instructor mistakenly specifes that “a blue block is
on a red block” while describing a part of the tower and the
robot responds with “A blue block is not on a red block.” It is
easy for them to identify why the failure occurred since all
the terms in the instruction are commonly used. However,
assume that the instructor correctly specifes “a blue block
is on a green block” but the robot responds with “I don’t
see it” because it has only learned the terms small block and
medium block. It would be diffcult for the instructor to determine why the robot failed. This is because the robot has
only learned these task-specifc terms that is unknown to the
instructor revealing a gap in their mental model of the robot.
Transparency mechanisms allow people to access the
robot’s knowledge and improve their mental model (Hayes
and Shah 2017; Perlmutter, Kernfeld, and Cakmak 2016).
I implemented question-answering and visualization transparency mechanisms in Rosie. Using these, an instructor can
ask the robot to describe its environment. When the robot
says it sees a small block and a medium block, the instructor can understand why the robot failed. I conducted a human subject study where I discovered that people are significantly better at identifying the reason for failures that occur when common terms are used compared to when robotspecifc or hidden terms are used. Secondly, in situations that
involve robot-specifc or hidden terms, transparency mechanisms signifcantly improved people’s accuracy.
When failures occur, a robot’s response is crucial because
it directly infuences the instructor’s follow-on instruction
and their next steps. In a complex environment where there
are many possible reasons for a robot’s failure, it can be challenging for an instructor to predict why it failed or know
what robot-specifc information they need. How do we design robot responses that improve the accuracy of the instructor’s predictions? To answer this question, I am currently working to learn how changes in robot responses correspond to people’s predictions about the robot’s knowledge
and the failure situation. I will provide participants with different instructor-robot interaction failures and ask them to
predict the robot’s knowledge and why it might have failed.
An example is if the robot cannot see the blue block in Figure 1. If the instructor describes a part of the tower as “a
blue block is on a green block,” we would present each participant with different robot responses such as “I don’t see a
blue block,” “I don’t see that,” or “I don’t know what a blue
block is.” I plan to complete this project by February 2021.

Future Work
Through these projects, I focus on understanding and evaluating nonexpert mental models of robots. My thesis goal is

to use this to contribute to human-robot teaching that is more
approachable for nonexperts. Towards this goal, I plan to implement an intention-based interaction framework in Rosie
using template-based inputs, where templates are included
for the intentions identifed in the taxonomy. Each intentional input will correspond to an individual turn. For example in Figure 1, the instructor can ask to execute an inform
intention and demonstrate a move action. In this scenario,
Rosie should learn the move action from demonstration and
provide acknowledgment once it has completed. If the instructor wants to evaluate Rosie’s competence, they can use
Rosie’s transparency mechanisms to confrm whether it has
learned this action. In a situation where it fails, I will build
in mechanisms for Rosie to respond appropriately to help
the instructor debug the situation. Through the development
of these turn-specifc interactions, I hope to make progress
towards an end-to-end complete task interaction where the
robot helps the human build a better mental model of itself.
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